If you wish to develop your leadership
role in a mentoring programme,
please contact:

The Minerva Foundation
Mentoring Programme
Stiftelsen Minerva
Kyrkbacksvägen 8
79133 Falun
Sweden
Tel. no: +46 23-159 11
info@minerva.nu
www.minerva.nu

for
Leaders and Managers

Cecilia Åhlberg
Office manager, private customers, LekLeksands
Sparbank
sands Sparbank
I developed as a leader during the mentoring
programme. Now, I am actively involved in
strategic decisions, delegate more responsibility and get to grips with conflicts at an
earlier stage than previously. Thanks to my
mentor, I have received acknowledgement
but also seen my opinions questioned. I value
my own “trademark” better now.

When the Minerva Foundation carried out its first
mentoring programme in 1992, the objective was to
increase leadership competence and to form rewarding
networks in Dalarna.
Our national and international projects have given us
an extensive network of contacts in Europe with ororganisations
involved
leadership
issues,
equal
ganisations involved
inin
leadership
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equal
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Marianne Lundberg
Chairperson
Minerva Foundation

Jörgen Fältsjö
Managing director, Kraftplan AB
The Minerva Foundation has extensive experience of mentoring programmes and a very
high degree of competence and experience,
which characterises the entire process. Their
work is based on solid ethical values giving
the programme a high degree of credibility in
my view. They show genuine interest in me.
For my part, in my role as mentor, I feel great
respect for my mentee’s development.

Athanasia Karafylloudi
Lawyer specialised in penal law
I am a lawyer and come from Greece. The
mentoring programme has meant a lot for
me since I lacked a personal network of contacts when I came to Dalarna. My mentor is
a lawyer specialised in the same area as me.
In Stockholm, I have been able to accompany my mentor at work and that has given
me a lot of know-how to do with the legal
profession in Sweden. The insight into the
profession that my mentor helped me to acquire, is something I wouldn’t have been able
to achieve in any other way.

The unique aspects of the
Minerva mentoring programme
The Minerva Foundation mentoring programme is
quality assured and certified in accordance with ISO
9001.
The mentoring programme lasts for one year and includes regular seminars.
The Minerva Foundation guarantees matching
between mentee
menteesand
andmentor.
mentor.
The mentee finds new perspectives and opportunities
to reflect and prioritise together with the mentor.
The mentee’s professional and personal development
leads to lasting, flexible and efficient leadership.
The mentee and the mentor both extend their
network of contacts.

Cynthia Gustavsson
Global Inventory Control, Atlas Copco
I am a manager in an extremely male-dominated business and am responsible for Supply
Chain in 23 countries. My mentor’s field of
work also covers the entire world. The mentoring programme has also given me the opportunity to reflect and has enabled me to see my
leadership role in perspective.
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